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PRINTER'S NOTE
?»> There has been a great deal of satisfaction for us in

working with the new Kennerley type.Well acquainted

as we were with the various new Monotype faces we,

nevertheless, were delightfully surprised at the ease with

which the Kennerley composed into closely spaced lines

and pleasing masses.

%V There is further satisfaction in the knowledge that

beautyneedno longerbe strangertoeconomy and that no

longer is the printer forced to sacrifice beauty for efficient

production because of lack of suitable machine types.In

fact the pendulum seems to beswinging vigorously in the

opposite direction and it is conceivable that the nextyear

or two will see the discriminating printer embracing the

Monotype system for the sake of its classic types.

SV We found the display sizes of Kennerley very easily

adaptable to the plan of our book. The engraving of the

word Monotype which appears on the cover was made

from a line of thirty-six point and fits the design better

than if it had been lettered by hand. The two principal

lines on the title page were also engraved, being reduced

from a print of twenty-four point type.

2*> The Monotype (Goudy) Kennerley is designated as

Number 268.



KENNERLEY TYPE?*' THE CIRCUMSTANCES
WHICH BROUGHTABOUT ITS CONCEPTION
ARTICLE written by MITCHELL KENNERLEY?*

flATE IN THE WINTER OF 191 1 I asked Mr.
1 Goudy ifhe cared to plan for me avolume of tenshort

ies byH. G.Wells. I furnished him with a dummy
made up byAlvin Langdon Coburn,who was to illus-

trate the work with photogravures from his own
photographs.Mr.CoburnalreadyhadmadethephotO'

0) gravure prints, and they gave us a key to the size of

the volume. Mr. Goudy made layouts for two pages and sent them to

Norman T.A.Munder in Baltimore, asking him to set them in eighteen'

point Caslon, thirtyeight ems wide. This would make the page si2£ about

eleven by fifteen inches.

The specimen pages set by Mr. Munder were excellently done, but a

certain feeling of 'openness' in their appearance bothered Mr. Goudy.

(He did not then realise that it was the wide fitting of Caslon that pre-

vented the solid, even effect he was so intent upon securing.) Mr. Goudy
explained to me the kind of page he would like. He wanted an appearance

in the whole page of more solidity and compactness, but he wanted to

secure it without putting any more color in the individual letters than was
alreadyin theCaslonshownonthespecimensfromMr.Munder.Mr.Goudy
knew of no type that seemed to possess exactly this character—those

available were either too formal or refined or too free and undignified for

use in a book of this sort.

No other solution of our difficulty being at hand,Mr. Goudy suggested

the making of a new face which might have its first use in this book and

which afterwards might be offered to other printers for their work. We
agreed upon this course of action, and the drawings were begun for the

letter now known as 'Kennerley Old Style.
1

Mr. Goudy always had been attracted by the type imported by Bishop

Fell for use at the Clarendon Press (Oxford) and from it he took his inspira-

tion for the new letter. As the drawing progressed he soon drew away
from the pattern letters in his endeavor to modify the old form and give

to it a new expression of beauty and usefulness. The drawings were about

one inch high and were completed before February 18, 191 1. By March
25th the type had been cut and cast in the sixteen-point size, and Mrs.

Goudy began setting trial pages for the book.
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It was here that an interesting fact was disclosed. Mr. Munder's trial

pages in Caslon were thirty'eight ems wide and averaged about fourteen

words to the line. The new pages set in Kennerley were only thirtysix

ems wide (two ems narrower) but the lines contained the same number of

words as the longer Caslon lines, and frequently we gained a word or

A comparison Now tnat I have tlle cl"e to n>
tlle tlling seems written visibly in his

of the face. I have a photograph in which the look of detachment has been

original setting caught and intensified. It reminds me of what a woman once said of /

in Caslon

and the resetting Now that I have the clue to it, the thing seems written visibly in his

in Kennerley foce. Ihave a photograph inwhich that lookofdetachmenthas been caught

(reduced) and mtensined. It reminds me of what a woman once said of him—

a

syllable without unduly close spacing. The new face was flexible. Its close

fitting quality made it possible to space words closely without loss of

legibility.We had devoutly wished for this result but could not be certain

of it until the type actually had been cut.

Up to this time the new face had not been named. Mr. Goudy insisted,

since the type had its first use in a book ofmy publishing, and since it was

in conference with me that the idea of it was first conceived, that it be

named 'Kennerley'—and 'Kennerley' it was. I consented, for I felt quite

certain that I should never be called upon to apologize for any of the mis-

deeds ofmy typographic namesake.

Thus was completed our book, 'The Door in the Wall,' and thus came

into being a new letter that has gained more friends all over the world in

its short lifetime than has any other similar creation of any age. Following

its popularity as a foundry type, Kennerley lately has been adapted to use

on the Monotype machine, which will multiply, of course, its influence

for good in the realm ofmodern printing.

Although the Kennerley type face, to which this issue of Monotype

is devoted, has not yet attained the age where time begins to mellow the

creations of every artist, and academic discussion replaces formative

partisanship, Kennerley undoubtedly has become already so sturdy a part

of our typographic fabric that many will be interested to read the story of

its conception and first use.

The making of Kennerley type, as often is the case with creations that

are truly great, came about in a most natural and casual way. As the work

progressed, inspiration gained impetus—but Mr. Goudy himself did not

dream when he had completed his task how fine a thing he had given to

the world. Kennerley was the result of an unpremeditated attempt on the
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part of its designer to correct an effect of looseness in the pages of a book,

which effect had been sensed but at the time neither analysed nor called

by name. Eventually it was revealed that the unclassified idea behind

Kennerley was both artistic and scientific. As demonstrated in the com-

pleted face, it gave us proof that the proper close-fitting of the letters in

the words of a page would bring to that page an effect of solidity without

blackness, and would correct the openness that detracts from the whole

picture, however readable may be the type itself.

It is a big thing to create a type face that may live through centuries.

Artists paint pictures, and we look and are pleased; write poems, and we
read our way to ecstasy; compose music, and in the listening we are in-

spired; but a really beautiful type face, that combines simplicity with
practicability, that conforms to the untranslatable spirit of its own age,

becomes much more a part ofthe daily life ofevery one of us than any pic-

ture, or poem, or musical composition.

Critics occasionally tell us that we need no more type faces, that there

is a glut of design, and that nothing of a new betterness can come under

the sun. I do not agree with them. The necessity for perseverance in any
branch of art can be measured only by the present state of that art. Ifmen
are making bad pictures, or poems, or music, it is apparent that other men
should continue to make good pictures, or poems, or music. Few will claim

that the type faces in general use to-day are of such average beauty and
distinction as to preclude the need for further effort on the part of our

artist-designers.

On a single order, February 2,1st, theMetropolitan Life InsuranceCom-
pany bought two hundred Barrett Portable Adding and Listing

Machines from the New York office of the Lanston Monotype Machine
Company. These machines were purchased after a thorough study of differ-

ent models and a test of the Barrett Portable covering a do?en years. In

ioi2theMetropolitan bought its first Barrett. Between ioi2and 1924 one

hundred and forty Barretts were installed, and the February order for two
hundred machines makes a total of three hundred and forty Barrett Port-

ables now being operated in the many offices of the Metropolitan, which
carries the largest volume of business ofany life insurance company in the

world. Practically all of the Barrett Portables now used by this great com-

pany are Model Nines, Listing and Adding Machines. These machines

weigh only twenty-four pounds, can be placed close to the column to

be added, and easily carried from desk to desk. The best proofs ofefficiency

for any machine are large additional sales after continued use.



A MEDIEVAL CRAFTSMAN AND HISTYPES^
A GREAT ADVERTISER COMMENTS ON THE
GOUDY TYPES ^ARTICLE BY E • E • CALKINS

HE FIRST TIME I SAW GOUDY he was an Old

Master.He was pulling proofs on his hand press as

part ofan exhibitionattheArtsClub.The press looked

like the one that always figures in the old engravings

of historic moments in the art of printing, and as I

looked at Goudy in his long brown linen apron peer'

ingat the proofthroughhisspectaclesjdimlyrealised

that this, too, was a historic moment, and that Goudy was just what he

appeared, a medieval craftsman. He brings to his work the fine unselfish

spirit ofan earlier age when men were more concerned with the quality of

their work than with the financial rewards. He is one of that long line of

creative workers who have permanently bettered the alphabet, such men

as Tory, Duerer, Garamond, Caslon and William Morris.

But while Goudy is medieval in a certain old'fashioned indifference to

modern standards of success, his work is as practical as a patent quoin and

as up-to-date as the point system. He is an old-style face on a modern body.

He has given us many new and beautiful types, and has shown us some of

the ways in which they can be used to make beautiful books (alas, too few),

but the real measure ofhiswork is the extent to which his types are adapted

to present-day needs.

There is nothing academic about Goudy. He understands that printing

is a means to an end. And the great proof of that state of mind is the fact

that he is now cutting his faces for use in a typesetting machine. It is a

greater service to make a good type available under modern commercial

conditions than to design a letter that has merely an academic interest and

use. The typesetting machine is a necessity in our high-speed, quantity-

production age. Such printing as we are going to have in the future will

be set on machines. So the greatest possible service that can be rendered

to the reading public and the art of printing is to give to the product of

the machines the quality that has seemed until now only possible under

the slower conditions of setting by hand. And it is to the credit of the

Lanston Monotype Company that what they have asked Mr. Goudy to

do is not adapt his type to their machines, but adapt the machines to set

his type.

I had the great good fortune to be brought up a printer. And so, when
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I took up advertising work thirty years ago, it was with a lively sense of

the part good printing could play in advertising. It is as an advertising

man that I have used Goudy's types, and indeed, have taken advantage of

his taste and skill and knowledge. Not that I am incapable of appreciating

his work for its own sake. But this is a practical consideration of its place

in the business world. Advertising is the last and the most exacting of the

employers of printing. It is reaching out and seizing every art and science

that promises to make it more effective. More thought is given to-day to

the printing of advertising matter than is expended on most books.

When I undertook the advertising of Crane's Business Papers, I aimed

at a style which would subtly convey the character of the paper. I put the

problem of typographical dress up to Mr. Goudy. He selected Kennerley

type, and arranged both the newspaper

advertisements and the printed folders.

It would be hard to pick and choose

amongMr. Goudy's many type faces to

decide which is best, but if I had to

select just one type and give up the rest,

I believe it would be Kennerley. Mr.
Goudy named this type in honor of his

friend, the publisher, and it was a fine

tribute to a man who deserves the

recognition for his early appreciation

of Goudy's work. But this is the type

that I would like to name 'Goudy.'

The effect of this Crane advertising

endorsement of Mr. Goudy's knowledge of type. Its unmistakable char-

acter received recognition from the start. Many printers wrote to Crane

6P Company expressing their pleasure, and especially emphasizing the fact

that the advertising represented the paper; that there was a certain har-

mony between the type used for the advertisements and the product that

was advertised. As this advertising was intended to appeal to printers

and to lovers of good printing, it was peculiarly essential it should be the

kind of printing such men recognized as good.

This will be no news to men who already know Goudy and his work,

and have used his type, as I have, for many purposes with extremely satis-

factory results, but it is a great satisfaction to find that attention paid to

the physical appearance of advertising has a dollars-and-cents value, and

that a man who has apparently devoted his life to what must at times

have appeared a remote ideal, has to-day arrived abreast of the utilitarian

Medal

Goudy
by the

American Institute

of Architects

complete justification and
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needs and demands of the time, because, of course, what applies to so

commercial a phase of printing as advertising applies in an even higher

degree to the manufacture of books. Surely a typographical fitness that

makes advertising more effective is even

more desirable in the more permanent

forms of printing.

Mr. Goudy will be better known to

future generations than he is to us.

Some day he will be looked back upon

as one of the great influences in the his-

tory oftypography . He has left a definite

impression upon his age, but we are too

near to him to realize how great that

impression is, or how much he has in'

fluenced the designing of type, and now
that the making of good faces, which

i with the cutting of the first matrices used by Gutenberg and his

associates, has been merged with the last practical mechanical labor'saving

development of printing—namely, the typesetting machine—we can feel

the conviction that the progress of better typography is now assured.

Early in 1922 the Lanston Monotype Machine Company bought

the patents, good will and equipment ofthe Barrett Adding Machine

Company. In the Barrett Adding, Listing and Calculating Machine the

Monotype Company acquired a machine that was portable, weighing less

than twenty-five pounds; that required only nine by twelve inches ofdesk

space ; that was not only a calculating machine but a perfect adding machine

as well; that had triple-visibility, and that proved all of its own work and

printed the proof. The Monotype Company now builds the Barrett Ma-

chine with the same precision of measurement and careful inspection as

the Monotype Machine. The Sales Department has organized a separate

division for its distribution. Sales ofthe Barrett Portable are constantly in-

creasing. The first year's business showed a substantial profit. So success-

ful has been the Barrett in America that the Lanston Monotype Corpora-

tion, Ltd., London, has taken over the sales on the Eastern hemisphere for

both the sterling and decimal types of the Barrett Portable Adding, List-

ing and Calculating Machines. Separate American Barrett Sales Offices

are now being operated in Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Washington, Boston,

New York, Birmingham, Chicago, San Francisco, Philadelphia, Baltimore

and Toronto. New offices will be opened from time to time.



HISTORY OF BOOK TYPES &> FONTS OF SOME
PRIVATE PRESSES ^ARTICLE WRITTEN BY
BHNEWDIGATE & REPRINTED FROM THE
ART OF THE BOOK' 2*

BO JUDGE RIGHTLYof the good or bad features of

types used for printing books, we should have some

acquaintanceat leastwith theearlierformsfromwhich

our modern types have come . Let us, therefore, glance

at the history ofthe letter from which English books

e printed to-day.The earliest printed books, such as

the Mainz Bible and Psalters, were printed in Gothic

letter, which, in its general character, copied the book'hands used by the

scribes in Germany where these books were printed. In Italy, however,

the Gothic hand did not satisfy the fastidious taste of the scholars of the

Renaissance, who had adopted for their own a handwriting of which the

majuscule letters were inspired, or at least influenced, by the letter used

in classical Rome, of which so many admirable examples have survived in

the old monumental inscriptions. For the small letters, they went back to

the fine hand which, by the eleventh and twelfth centuries, had gradually

cToxa ant teat manfe tt uatua : tt

tmttot teat tog fatten abtCi: tt {pint?

imt fetetur top aija$ • SD&tap ttus*

tfiat te* t&feda tflto** t&nflra feusM q> tfftt bona : tt imnfit taran a tm*
bm+ ajptllanittp tattm int tt tmtbm

been formed out of the Caroline minuscules of the ninth and had become
the standard book'hand of the greater part of Latin Europe.

When the Germans Sweynheim and Pannarts brought printing into

Italy, they first printed books in a very beautiful but somewhat heavy

Roman letter of strong Gothic tendency. It seems, indeed, to have been

Gutenberg
Type
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somewhat too Gothic for the refined humanistic taste ofthat day ; andwhen
they moved their press to Rome, it was discarded in favour ofa letter more

like the fashionable scrittura umanistica of the Renaissance. Other Italian

printers had founts both of Gothic and of Roman types. The great Vene-

tian printer Jenson, for instance, and many of his fellows, printed books

Facsimile of

JensonS
Roman Type

Type
used by Froben

at Basle

Itaqj ab Homeri magni

eloquentfa cofero me ad

uera preecepta

in both characters; but the Roman gradually prevailed, first in Italy, then

in Spain and France, and later on in England. In Germany, on the other

hand, the cradleland of the craft, Gothic letter of a sadly debased type has

held its own, down to this day. Even in Germany, however, the use of

Roman type has gained ground of late years, nationalist feeling notwith'

standing. The Roman type used by the early Italian printers is, then, the

prototype from which all other Roman founts are descended. Its develop'

ment may be traced through such Roman type as was used by Aldus at

Venice, by Froben at Basle, by the Estiennes in Paris, by Berthlet and Day
in London, Plantin at Antwerp, the El?evirs at Leyden and Amsterdam,

T~» Pirus ipfe ad Magnefiam Macedoniamqj te

JZ/ctosliberam gentem,moxferam Dardanos
duntur latere 8>C Mceficae gentes,a fron te iungur

ces,ad pontum ufcp pertinentes.Ita fuccin&a R{

and by printers generally right through the seventeenth century and the

greater part of the eighteenth. Through all these years, types still kept

what modern printers call their 'old-face' character, which they had ac-

quired from the scrittura umanistica of the Italian Renaissance.

In the seventeenth century the letters of the Roman alphabet began to

acquire certain new features at the hands of the copperplate engravers,

who supplied the book illustrations of the period. Working with the bu-

rin, instead of the pen, they naturally used a sharper and finer line and also

modified somewhat the curves of the letters, which tended to become

more stilted and less open. The tail of the 'R' for instance, which in

Jenson's type is thrust forward at an angle of about forty-five degrees,

at the hands of some of the seventeenth century engravers, tends to drop

more vertically, as in the 'R' of 'modern' type, the development of which

we are seeking to trace.
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How far and how soon the lettering of the engravers of illustrations

came to modify the letters cast by the type founders is a question which

invites further research. A material piece of evidence is supplied by the

'Horace,' printed by John Pine in 1733. Instead of being printed from

type, the text of this book, together with the ornaments and illustrations,

was printed from engraved copperplates. In date, it was some sixty years

prior to the earliest books printed in 'modern-faced' type in this country;

yet in the cut of the lines and the actual shape of the letters, many distin-

guishing features of the 'modern' face may already ,

be traced. What these features became may be se

best by comparing an alphabet of the 'old' w
one of the 'modern' face.

The 'modern' tendency may be seen in cert

features of the types designed by Baskerville, who ""

printed his first book in 1757; but it is not nearly so pronounced as in

Pine's 'Horace,' engraved twenty-four years earlier. Baskerville's editions

had an enormous vogue, not only in this country but on the Continent

also, where they had considerable influence on the style of printing which

then prevailed. Amongst those who felt this influence was Giambattista

Bodoni, scholar 6? printer of Parma, which city lately has kept the centen-

ary of his death. To Bodoni more than anyone else the so-called 'modern'

face is due. He cast a large number of founts narrow in the 'set' or width

of the letters as compared with their height, and having the excessively

fine lines and the close loops and curves which are characteristic of that

face. Like Baskerville, he printed his books with very great care on a spa-

cious page in large and heavily-leaded type; and, although an occasional

protest was raised against the ugliness of his letter, his books caught the

taste of his day, and his type was copied by all the English type founders

of the time. The new fashion completely drove out the older tradition,

which dated from the very invention of printing; and, from the closing

years of the eighteenth to the middle of the ninteenth century, books

were printed almost exclusively in 'modern-faced' type.

The older and more authentic letter had its revenge in 1843, when the

publisher, William Pickering, arranged with his friend Charles Whitting-

ham, the printer, to produce a handsome edition of Juvenal as a 'leaving-

present' for Eton; and the book was to be printed from the discarded

type first cut by William Caslon about the year 1724. Prior to that time,

English printers had gone to Holland for most of their type; but Caslon's

types surpassed in beauty any hitherto used in England, and the best

English printing had been done from them till near the end of the century,
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Title page of

The Diary of

Lady Willoughby Somuchofthe£)/^/?rof

LADY WILLOUGHBY
as relates to her Domeftic Hi/lory,

when they were driven out by the

'modern' face. Before the Juvenal

was issued, a romance entitled 'The

Diary of Lady Willoughby,' deal'

ing with the period of the Civil

Wars, was also printed in old'faced

type cast from William Caslon's

matrices, so as to impart to the

book a flavour ofthe period at which

the diarist was supposed to be writ-

ing. It was the day ofPugin and of

the Gothic revival; and the public

taste was won by the appearance of

this book, printed in old-fashioned

guise in the selfsame type which

had been cast aside half a century

before. Type founders are generally

quick to follow one another's lead in new fashions; and before long every

type founder in England had cut punches and cast letter in that modified

form of Caslon's 'old-faced' type which printers call 'old-style.'

The favour which the revived 'old-face' and the new 'old-style' letter

won for themselves in the middle of the last century has suffered no

diminution since. The ugly 'modern-face,' which we owe to Bodoni, is

still used almost exclusively for certain classes of work and alternatively

for others; so that the printer is bound to be familiar with all three. For

book-printing at the present day the 'old-style' and the 'old-face' are

used much more than the modern. During the fifty years that followed

the revived use of Caslon's types by the Whittinghams there is little else

to record about the designs ofthe types used for printing books, until about

theyear 1890, whenWilliamMorris set himselfto design type, fired thereto

by a lecture given byMr. EmeryWalker on the work ofthe early printers,

to which he had listened. In the 'Note by William Morris on his aims in

founding the Kelmscott Press,' printed after his death, he writes of the

purpose which led him to print books, and of the character he sought to

give his letter:

"I began printing books with the hope of producing some which would

have a definite claim to beauty, while at the same time they should be easy

to read and should not dawle the eye by eccentricity ofform in the letters.

I have always been a great admirer of the calligraphy of the Middle Ages

and ofthe earlier printing which took its place. As to the fifteenth-century
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books, I had noticed that they were always beautiful by force of the mere
typography, even without the added ornament with which many ofthem
are so lavishly supplied. And it was the essence ofmy undertaking to pre
duce books which it would be a pleasure to look upon as pieces of printing

and arrangement of type Next as to type. By instinct rather than by
conscious thinking it over, I began by getting myselfa fount ofRoman type.

And here what I wanted was letter-pure in form; severe without needless

excrescences; solid without the thickening and thinning of the line, which
is the essential fault of the ordinary modern type and which makes it dim-

cult to read; and not compressed laterally, as all later type has grown to be

owing to commercial exigencies. There was only one source from which
to take examples of this perfected Roman type, to wit, the works of the

great Venetian printers ofthe fifteenth century, ofwhom Nicholas Jenson

produced the completest and most Roman characters from 1470 to 1476.

This type I studied with much care, getting it photographed to a big scale,

and drawing it over many times before I began designing my own letter;

so that, though I think I mastered the essence of it, I did not copy it ser-

vilely; in fact, my Roman type, especially in the lower case, tends rather

more to the Gothic than does Jenson's. After a while I felt I must have a

Gothic as well as a Roman fount; and herein the task I set myself was to

redeem the Gothic character from the charge of unreadableness, which is

commonly brought against it. And I felt that this charge could not be rea-

sonably brought against the types of the first two decades of printing;

that Schoeffer at Mainz, Mentelin at Strassburg, and Gunther Zainer at

Augsburg, avoided the spiky ends and undue compression which lay some
of the later types open to the above charge Keeping my end steadily

in view, I designed a black-letter type which, I think, I may claim to be as

readable as a Roman one; and, to say the truth, I prefer it to the Roman.

fiere apeketbe the auctour of sucbe as were
most valiantknygrbtis to bemadementionof
in this boke. CapituloU.^Sf^

This type is of the size called 'Great Primer' (the Roman type is of

'English' size) ; but later on I was driven by the necessities of the Chaucer
(a double-columned book) to get a similar Gothic fount of pica size."

It is interesting to compare Morris's 'Golden' type—so he called his

Roman fount after the 'Golden Legend,' which he printed from it—with
the Roman letter of the Italian printers, which he studied with so much
care before he began to design his type. The 'Golden' type is much heavier

in face than, say, that ofJenson; and it certainly lacks the suppleness and

Chaucer Type

William Morris
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grace of the Italian types generally. As a point of detail we may notice

especially the brick-bat serifs used onMorris's capital
lM' and 'N,' giving

a certain clumsiness to these letters. The two Gothic letter founts which

Morris designed, on the other hand, must be regarded as amongst the most

beautiful ever cast. WilliamMorris's types should bejudged on the setting

of richly decorated borders which he designed for his pages. Adding to

these the designs of Sir Edward Burne-Jones, engraved on wood byW.H.
Hooper, we have in the Kelmscott 'Chaucer' the most splendid book which

has ever been printed. The 'Golden' type of the Kelmscott Press was

copied freely in America and sent back to the country of its birth under

several different names. In somewhat debased forms it had a vogue for a

time as a 'jobbing' fount amongst printers who knew little or nothing of

the Kelmscott Press; but the heaviness of its line and also its departure

fromaccepted forms kept it from coming into generaluse for printing books

.

The interest awakened by the books printed by William Morris at

Hammersmith tempted many more to set up private presses, or to design

private founts of type, when the work of the Kelmscott Press came to an

end after Morris's death, which took place in 1896. Most of such founts,

and the best of them, followed more or less closely the letter of the early

Italian printers, which, as we have seen, are the prototypes of our book

letter of tcday. Even before the founding of the Kelmscott Press, Mr.

Charles Ricketts had designed books, using some of the 'old'Style' faces

which were in general use. When the Kelmscott Press books appeared, he

too was won over by what he called the 'golden sunny pages' of the early

Vale Press >^»Haec honorum caelestium ad puellae mortalis cultum in-

Type modica translatio uerae Veneris uehementer incendit animos, et

inpatiens indignationis capite quassanti fremens altius sic secum

Italian printers, and designed for himself the 'Vale' type. In weight and

general appearance it bears considerable likeness to Morris's 'Golden'

type, and in some ways is an improvement on it. Mr. Ricketts afterwards

had thesameletter castina smaller si?eforhis editionofShakespeare, whence

its name of the 'Avon' type. He also designed another letter, the interest

ofwhich lies in certainexperiments towardthereform ofthealphabetwhich

it embodies. In the 'King's' type, as Mr. Ricketts called it, many of the

minuscule letters, such as e, g, t, are replaced by small majuscules. Such a

departure from traditional use is too violent to give pleasure, and only two

or three books were printed in this letter. The three Vale Press founts

and also the punches and matrices were destroyed when the Press ceased

publishing.
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Mr. T. J. Cobden-Sanderson and Mr. Emery Walker set up the Doves

Press at Hammersmith in 1900, and designed and got cast for themselves

a fount of type which follows Jenson's Roman type very closely. It differs

from it chiefly in the greater regularity of its lines, and also in the square

ness and brick'bat shape of some of the serifs, which are, however, less

conspicuous than in Morris's 'Golden' type. The Doves Press books,

unlike those of the Kelmscott Press, are entirely free from ornament or

decoration, and owe their remarkable beauty to what Morris styled the

Here ends Tbe Treatyse of Fyssbynge wytb

an Angle, set in type by St Jobn Hornby and Ashendene Typ<

Meysey Turton 6i printed by tbe firswiamed modelled after

at tbe Asbendene Press, Sbelley House, CbeU

sea in tbe year 1903 after tbe text of tbe Boke Pannartz

of StAlbans 'enprynted at Westmestre by

Wynkyn tbe Worde tbe yere of tbyncarnacion

architectural goodness of the pages and also to the fine versal and initial

letters done by Mr. Edward Johnston and Mr. Graily Hewitt. Later on

we shall have more to say about the work of these men and their school.

The type ofthe Ashendene Press is modelled from that in which Sweyn-

heim and Pannartz printed books at Subiaco, and which, as we have seen,

they replaced by a purer Roman letter more in accord with the humanistic

taste of their day. Morris himself designed, but never carried out, a fount

of letter after the same fine model. It is a Roman type with many Gothic

features. The folio 'Dante,' the 'Morte Darthur,' the Virgil, and the other

books which Mr. St. John Hornby has printed from it in black and red,

with occasional blue and gold, are superb examples of typography.

Mr. Lucien Pissarro's little octavos have a certain personal charm oftheir

own, distinct from anything that is found in the more weighty volumes

which have issued from the other private presses. The first books which

he produced at his Eragny Press were printed from theVale type belong'

ing to his friend Mr. Ricketts. In 190 3 he began printing from the 'Brook'

type, which he had designed. Although in this article we are concerned

chiefly with his types, it is impossible to withhold a tribute of praise for

the graceful beauty of these little books, which they owe even more to the

admirable way in which their different elements have been combined

—

type, wood-engraving, colour, printing and binding, all of them the work

of Mr.andMrs. Pissarro themselves—than to the individual excellence of

any one of them.
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Mr. C. R. Ashbee's 'Endeavour' typewas designed by him for use at the

Essex House Press, which he first established at Upton in the eastern

suburbs of London and afterwards removed to Chipping Campden in

Gloucestershire. It owes nothing to the types of the early printers, and

taken by itself is not pleasing; but it makes a very handsome page when

printed in red and black, as in the Campden Song Book. The type was also

cut in large size for King Edward's Prayer Book, one ofthe most ambitious

ventures of any private press.

Mr. Herbert P. Home has designed three founts, all of them inspired

by the Roman letter of the early Italian printers. The 'Montallegro' type,

QVALIS Thesea iacuit cedente carina

languida desertis Gnosia litoribus;

- qualis et accubuit prime- Cepheia somno
libera iam duris cotibus Andromede;

nee minus assiduis Edonis fessa choreis

qualis in herboso concidit Apidano :

the first in order ofdate, was designed forD. Berkeley Updike, oftheMerry
mount Press, Boston, and hardly falls within the scope of this article. In

1907 he designed for Messrs. Chatto and Windus a fount called the

'Florence' type, from which editions of 'The Romaunt of the Rose,' 'The

Little Flowers of St. Francis,' A. C. Swinburne's 'Songs before Sunrise,'

R. L. Stevenson's "Virginibus Puerisque,' and also his Poems have been

printed at the Arden Press on behalf of the publishers. It is a letter of a

clean, light face, and in many ways might serve as a model for a book type

for general use. The capital letters used in continuous lines, as Aldus and

other great Venetians delighted to use them, are especially charming. Mr.

Home's 'Riccardi' Press type was designed for the Medici Society, and

many fine editions, amongst them a Horace, Malory's 'Morte Darthur,'

and 'The Canterbury Tales,' have been printed from it. It is a little heavier

in face than its predecessor, the 'Florence,' and is a little further removed

from the humanistic character. The type has also been cast successfully

in a smaller size.

To the number of privately-owned founts of type we must add the

'Ewell,' designed by Mr. Douglas Cockerell for Messrs.Methuen 6? Com-

pany, who will shortly publish the first book to be printed from it, an edi-

tion of the 'Imitatio Christi.' It is a heavy but very graceful letter, based

on one used by the Roman printer Da Lignamine. One ofthe most interest'

ing of the privately-owned founts is the 'Otter' Greek type, designed by

the late Mr. Robert Proctor. The Greek letter from which most of our

§
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school classics are printed is a descendant of the cursive type introduced

byAldusatthebeginning ofthe sixteenth century, andhas themeritneither

ofbeauty nor ofclearness. The majuscules are especially ugly, being nearly

always of the 'modern'' type, which we owe to Bodoni. Proctor took as

his model the finest of the old Greek founts, which was that used in the

Complutensian Polyglot, printed in 1514.

A mongst the types sold by the founders for general use, none have

X\. enjoyed such successive favour as Caslon's 'Old'Face' in its vari'

ous si?es; and it is a splendid tribute to the excellence of this letter that at

this day, nearly two centuries since it was first cut, it is being used more

than any other face of type for printing fine books. The fame of Caslon's

letter brought other rivals into the field besides Baskerville. One of these

was Joseph Fry, a Bristol physician, who took to letter'founding in the

year 1764, and cut a series oftype somewhat like Baskerville's. A few years

later, however, the Caslon character seems again to have recovered its old

ascendancy, and Fry put on the market a new series in acknowledged imi'

tation of Caslon's. Both these series of Fry's have been reissued within

the last few years by Messrs. Stephenson and Blake, of Sheffield, who, in

1906, bought the typcfounding business of Sir Charles Reed 6? Son, to

whom Fry's business had eventually come. Like the revived Caslon 'Old'

Face' in 1843, these founts were cast from the old matrices, or from matrices

struck from the old punches, so far as these had survived.

Since the 'old-style' founts were designed about the middle of last cen-

tury, what new book types have been cast by the founders for use by the

printing trade generally have, as a rule, beenmere variations ofletteralready

in vogue. The founders have drawn but little on the wealth of beautiful

<LThe School Buildings themselves would be designed to include

accommodation for 300 students and would provide the following:

A large Assembly Hall, with Galleries, which would be used also The

for lectures, school concerts, entertainments, and speech days, and Dolphin Type

could also serve for lectures, meetings, etc., in connection with the

Shakespeare Memorial Anniversary gatherings. There would be

book types which in the early printed books of Italy are offered to anyone

who has the good tasteand the skill to adapt them tomodern needs. Messrs.

Shanks &? Sons, the type founders of Red Lion Square, have, however,

gone to this source for their 'Dolphin' series, which has many features

of beauty to commend it. It is based on Jenson's Roman letter, some

what thickened in the line. The punches were cut by Mr. E. P. Prince,

who also cut the Kelmscott type and many others of the private founts.
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Intelligent study of Italian models also gives us the 'Kennerley' type,

designed by the American,Mr. Goudy, whichMessrs. Caslon will shortly

put on the English market. This type is not in any sense a copy of early

letter—it is original; butMr. Goudy has studied type design to such good

purpose that he has been able to restore to the Roman alphabet much of

that lost humanistic character which the first Italian printers inherited

from their predecessors, the scribes of the early Renaissance. Besides being

beautiful in detail, his type is beautiful in the mass; and the letters, when
set into words, seem to lock into one another with a closeness which is

common in the letter of early printers, but is rare in modern type. The
'Kennerley

1

type is quite clear to read and has few features which, by

their strangeness, are likely to waken the prejudice of the modern reader.

Since the first Caslon began casting type about the year 1724, no such ex-

cellent letter has been put within reach ofEnglish printers.

Solarge is the proportion ofbooks which are now set in typeby machine,

that, however much our sympathies may make us prefer the hand-set

book, we cannot but be concerned for the characters used in machine com'

position. Type set by machinery generally seems to be inferior in design

to that set by hand; but the inferiority is in the main accidental, and is

probably due to a lesser degree oftechnical skill shown either in the design'

ing or in the process of punch'Cutting, which is itself done by machinery.

One or two admirable faces of type have, however, been produced by the

Lanston Monotype Company for setting by the monotype machine. One
of these is the 'Imprint' type, adapted from one of the founts used by

Christopher Plantin, the famous printer of Antwerp, in the late sixteenth

century. The letters are bold and clear, and pages set in them are both

pleasant to look at and easy to read.* At the same time the type is sum-

ciently modern in character not to offend by any features unfamiliar to the

ordinary reader.

No art can live by merely reviving and reproducing past forms, and in

reviewing the share taken by the type founders of the past and of the

present in the art of the book, one cannot help considering by what means

and from what quarter good types are to be designed and cut in the future.

We have seen that the early printers took their inspiration from the best

of the contemporary book'hands. The invention of printing, however,

killed the art of the scribe, and with it perished the source whence during

machine—Mr.Goudy'sKennerley.towhichMr.Newdigaterefe;: idexactly inMonotype
matrices; Monotype (Goudy) Italian Old Style is a clear, bright iained all the beauties

of early Italian models; Monotype (Goudy) Garamont, which is one of the most delightful present'day

Romans, was designed in the French spirit of the sixteenth century after the letter forms of ClaudeGaramond.
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the ages past life and beauty had been given to the letters of the alphabet

and to the pages in which they were gathered. Henceforth the letters were

cast in lead, and there was no influence save the force of tradition to make

orkeepthem beautiful. Whateverchangetheyunderwentwasfortheworse,

unless indeed it was a mere reversion to forms or features which for a while

had been abandoned. Conscious of this downward tendency, which he

seems to look upon as inevitable and irresistible, Mr. Guthrie, of the Pear-

tree Press at Bognor, has renounced type altogether, andnow prints books,

like William Blake, from etched plates inscribed with his own fine book'

hand. Such a method is, of course, not practicable for the vast majority of

books, even if we were willing to forego the many fine qualities which

are presented in a well'printed book. Neither is any such counsel ofdespair

warranted, for of late years the art of the scribe itself has been renewed;

and most readers of the studio know something of the fine work done

by the school ofcalligraphy established some ten years sincebyMr. Edward

Johnston, and still carried on by his pupil, Mr.Graily Hewitt, at the Cen-

tral School ofArts and Crafts in Southampton Row, London.May not the

printer look to that school as the source whence the type designer and

type founder shall learn to design and cut beautiful letter for his books?

Not indeed that typesetter should be a mere reproduction ofany written

hand; rather must it bear nakedly and shamelessly all the qualities which

the steel of the punch'cutter and the metal from which it is cast impose

upon it. It must be easy to read as well as fair to look on, and besides carrying

on the traditions of the past must respect the prejudices of the present.

But only a calligrapher whose eye and hand have been trained to produce

fine letter for the special needs of the printed book can have knowledge of

the manifold subtleties of such letter and power to provide for them in

the casting of types. If the writing schools can turn out such men, they

will deserve well of all those who are interested in the art of the book.

That our hope need not be vain is shown by the fact that calligraphers

trained in the methods ofthe school have gone to Germany, and have there

profoundly influenced the production of modern types; and the supreme

irony of it all is that German type founders are sending to England new

types which draw their inspiration from a London school of which the

English and Scottish type founders seem never even to have heard.

ote: The foregoing article by Mr. Newdigate formed

:," and is reprinted slightly abbreviated where the ma
c, "The Art of the
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This new type, of which the Monotype Company

owns exclusively the composing machine rights,

was designed by Mr. Frederic W. Qoudy as a

companionfacefor the Monotype [Qoudy] Open.

<J'Qoudy Open Italic is an entirely new design,

and Qoudy Open has been sold heretofore only by

Mr. Qoudy himself Both of thesefaces are made

for the Monotype in eighteen, twenty-four, thirty

and thirty-six point, (fAllfonts except thirty and

thirty-six pointroman havelower case, and roman

figures are used with the italic. (J These new and

exclusivefaces will befurnished at our standard

matrix prices, but are not available through the

Monotype Matrix Library, (f The inspirationfor

Monotype [Qoudy] Open camefrom a single line

of copperplate that appeared in an old French

book beneath an engraving. (J The characters in

this line seemed to Mr. Qoudy to carry a spirit

of informality and brightness that would help

to guide in the right direction the present-day

demand for outlined type faces, (fQoudy Open

proved so successful that Mr. Qoudy decided to

design as an accompanying letter his Open Italic.

Delivery may be had promptly on both Monotype

[Qoudy] Open and Open Italic in all their sizes.
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Adding and Listing Machine is equally practical for

multiplying and dividing. It is a calculating machine
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means much more than the name of a machine. It in-

eludes a complete system ofcomposing-room efficiency

based upon the work oftheMonotype both as a Com'
posing Machine and as a Type-6j?-Rule Caster.
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